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What does it mean to walk a Shamanic path? by Lynn Solang Smith 

Loosely speaking, a Shamanic pathway refers to the lifestyle where one honours and develops meaningful 
and ‘real’ relationships with BEings from the Earth and beyond, and with the Earth herself. 
 
When we are following a Shamanic path, we work with our personal team of spiritual allies [friends, guides, 
companions] from the other realms to help us with everything from gaining insights and clarity about our 
road ahead, personal healing, how to clear space [purifying our homes, land etc for instance], healing herbs, 
receiving guidance on our next best steps and so on.  
 
Typically, a shaman, medicine person, or wytch is one who is ‘in service’ to their community as a healer, 
seer, guide and keeper of the healing traditions, learning stories & ceremony.  
 
They are humble folk who understand that they are a ‘vehicle’ for energies from the Divine to flow through 
them to work for the greater good of ALL life on the planet, including Mother Earth herself. They develop 
keen awareness and relationships with the BEings of the other realms to help them to do this. 
 

If you’d like to become a contributing writer to Mystic Tribe Magazine 

please send your 300-500 word submissions in a Word Doc format to: 
mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 



Mystic Tribe Magazine Editor’s welcoming comments:  

Welcome to the May edition of Mystic Tribe Magazine, where we offer the 3rd of our Autumn themes ~ and the 5th issue of 
MTM for 2021 
 

This is our 42nd  issue of Mystic Tribe Magazine! 
 
I was inspired to create this magazine by Spirit and my guide FireEagle. It has been many, many moons in the creating, and took 
a couple of good nudges by Spirit to encourage me to make it happen now!  
 
Living in the Southern Hemisphere, I have longed for a magazine filled with articles by writers who live on this half of Pachamama 
and are connected with their own shamanic or pagan path through their own unique spiritual practices and connection to the 
energies and seasons of the Southern Hemisphere.  
 
I wanted to learn, to discover, to experience and to share. Share the practical wisdom of those of us who practice our myriad of 
shamanic and pagan traditions and pathways. The how and the why we’ve chosen to walk the spiritual pathways that enable us to 
connect, both individually and collectively and to live deeper and more fulfilling lives through spiritual experiential journeys and 
day-to-day-living. 
 
Mystic Tribe Magazine’s [MTM] philosophy is not exclusive to any one spiritual pathway or practice of living.  
 
As members of the Mystic Tribe, we adhere to the principles and practices of following the callings of our own individual guidance, 
passions and direction. We are a Mystical and Magickal tribe of individuals, with many paths, many beliefs. We believe that each 
of us has our own journey to walk in alignment with the inspiration received from the Divine and our guides from the realms of 
non-ordinary reality.  
 
This not a fluffy–duck, airy-faery magazine! We are real everyday people working the journeys we share in these pages. 
 
Mystic Tribe Magazine is for those of us who are curious about living in ways which engage all our senses as we connect, live and 
work with the energies and places and BEings of the Southern Hemisphere!  

It’s for those of us who belong to the tribe of the heart: the Mystic Tribe.  

Bless-ed BE 

Lynn Smith, Chief Editor 

Lynn Solang Smith, Chief Editor for Mystic Tribe Magazine 

 

Image of ‘Eye on Oz & the Southern Hemisphere’ – artist acknowledged but unknown 

 

 

 



In Honour of the Crone by Lisa Mitchell 
 

As the heat of the Sun wanes and we head towards the winter solstice, we 
honour the wisdom and power of the Crone.  
 
Her energy is deeply felt as we transition through this time of the seasonal 
wheel. 
 
Eileen Kramer, Australian dancer, artist, performer, choreographer, poet 
and costume designer will be turning 107 this year.  
 
This sentence alone is enough, even without mentioning just some of the 
details of this amazing woman’s life story. 
 
This oil painting of Eileen by Andrew Lloyd Greensmith. was a finalist in the 
2017 Archibald Prize, titled:  
 
‘The inner stillness of Eileen Kramer’.  
 
In his artist’s statement, Greensmith said:  
 
“‘In the short time I spent with Eileen, I felt that she exudes a sense of inner 
stillness and is very much at ease with the world, her life and her craft.  
 
Eileen embodies beauty as that intangible thing which cannot be fixed on the surface nor defeated by the wear 
and tear of age.”  
 
She is the world’s oldest working dancer and recently appeared in Foxtel’s drama, The End.  
 
She even submitted her own self portrait into the Archibald in 2019. 
 
Eileen also appears in the recently released documentary ‘Rosaleen Norton: Witch of Kings Cross’.  
 
She writes about her time with Rosaleen and other bohemian artists in her 2018 published book ‘Eileen – 
Stories from the Phillip Street Courtyard’.  
 
As part of the Phillip Street artist community in the centre of describes her life then, including being a model 
for Norman Lindsay and other modern Sydney painters. 
 
In 1940, she joined the Bodenwieser Ballet company, Australia’s first professional modern dance company.  
 
Leaving Australia in the 1950s, she performed around the world, only returning at the age of 99 when she 
became nostalgic for the smell of gum leaves and the call of the kookaburras. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Owl message via Facebook  
artist unknown but acknowledged 

 

 

 

 



What Does it Feel Like When Communicating with Animals by Donna Moana 

This month I thought I would address the question I am most 
commonly asked: 

"What does it feel like?" 

● When you are communicating with Animals? 
● When you are giving a Medium-ship Reading? 
● Giving a healing? 
There are some distinct commonalities and differences in all 
three. Obviously, I can only speak to my personal experience. 
Other people do have different ways of receiving information 
and delivering healing. 

I love sharing what I do, it is a unique vocation! I welcome any 
questions and healthy skepticism. 

Also, I am a channel; stream of consciousness for the 
information that comes through. Very rarely do I have a 
memory of the messages, unless we discuss them at the other 
end.  

Every person is capable of all of these modalities. The only difference is that as a professional, I practice 
every day. It really is like any other skill, daily workouts, tune ups, ongoing learning, retreats, research and 
professional development allows me to keep on top of any new information or easier techniques I can use 
to assist clients and pass on as interactive learning to my students.  

In fact some of my best teachers have been the animals themselves.  

Here is my interpretation of how the process happens for me. 

Each living being has a very unique soul, frequency, vibration and lightness. A signature. This is the part of 
the being that I am in connection with. Sometimes referred to as Their "higher self or consciousness". 

This gives me the ability to connect with all beings living or passed away. The Soul light is eternal and 
accessible to most. 

The similarities: 

In most cases when we have connected, I feel a distinct change in 
energy, sometimes flashes of visual information, and temperature 
changes can accompany this. 

Oftentimes the character of the Animal or Person is very strong. 
Usually the first few pieces of information that comes through is for 
the sitter ( the person/guardian who I am bringing the information 
through for) This verifies that we are in contact with the right soul. 

With Intuitive healing; especially Reiki. I am a conduit for the healing 
frequency. I allow the energy to come through and go where it's 
required. I trust that the person or animal recipients' higher self will 
accept as they choose, and the healing energy will go where required. 



In most cases I receive impressions via " biofeedback" where I feel some aches or pains, lumps, blockages or 
system disruption in my body, so I can pass on that information.  

Over the years certain illnesses and diseases have imprinted a distinct frequency, which are familiar to me 
now. 

Sometimes, the ailment or disease comes through with possible solutions or pain relief. It can be in the 
format of a modality, herb, a form of massage, a combination of physical, mental and/or spiritual remedies. 

Occasionally, I will be shown symptoms and causality.  

For example; I may feel bloating in the stomach, in conjunction with dairy or carbs showing up as the reason. 

Also, allergic reactions present as itching on certain parts of my body. Usually with a clear vision of the culprit. 

Some of the differences are; 

● Animals seem easier to connect with, lighter in being, also they are always seeking homeostasis and 
optimum health So they seem to accept healing more readily. Especially if the reason/lesson/purpose 
has been dealt with 
 

● People on the other hand, tend to have illness or disease present on multiple levels. Body, mind and 
spirit. So often can be dealt with in layers or with a multifaceted approach and only when the person 
is ready 

 

Also it is worth mentioning; although I am fortunate to receive these messages and offer healing services. It 
does not in any way replace medical or veterinarian 
advice. 

I believe all options work in harmony when we use 
our own intuition and take advice from professionals.  

More importantly, every single person and animal has 
ultimate free will and choice always. 

So if you have a "feeling" or unexplained "knowing" 
about yourself or your animal, please follow your 
instincts. Intuition really is the GPS for our souls. 

 

 

A friendly reminder that we are on a break until the 25th of May. 

Looking forward to connecting with everyone on our return. 

Meanwhile you are welcome to use our online booking system to secure your appointment after the 25th 
to take advantage of our current rates. 

As there will be a slight price increase from the 26/5. 

https://www.rivergem.com.au/book-online 

With Love and Gratitude ~ Donna and Dors Xx 



Toi Toi by Dianne Graham  

Anchors the Light Body 

Conscious living is when we live with self-awareness, self-
responsibility and make decisions from a place of conscious creation. 
Deciding to live consciously can be the most important decision we 
ever make. These sprays are programmed with energetic codes that 
support conscious choices. 

This is the 8th in a series of articles highlighting one of the sixteen 
Sacred Sprays for Conscious Living. This month we look at the 5th 
dimension medicine of the Toi Toi spray. Toi Toi is a giant Pampas 
grass with gorgeous flowers that mimic angel wings. 

 
Toi Toi is another plant medicine gifted to me while in New Zealand. 
I’d pulled over for a rest when driving near Tauranga, NZ. There were 
three huge Toi Toi beside the car. As I stared at them they began to 
glow and I was invited by a voice to come closer and to offer the plants 
my back. As I did this I was shown that they offer a medicine that 
realigns our light body around our physical body. Our light body can 

be knocked out of place by trauma, shock or physical accidents. You know that feeling of being 
beside yourself? That’s when, for some, their energy centres have literally been knocked out of 
place, sometimes they can even be located outside the physical body. 

 
Our light body or Octahedron of Light is in place and anchored 
when we’re grounded, connected and our energy centres or 
chakras are balanced. However, I was shown that Toi Toi 
draws the Octohedron of Light back around our physical body 
and anchors the two pyramids back in place at our heart. With 
your next breath after using the spray the octahedron begins 
to spin in a clockwise motion and anchors the tips of both 
pyramids at the soul star and earth star. This process has 
already been infused in grid and ceremony in to the spray. 
Toi Toi plant medicine is also a powerful Angelic connector.  
 

Use this one when you’re feeling out of balance, 
overwhelmed, ‘beside yourself’, separated, isolated or 

working through trauma. It’s perfect for 
use with the star children who are out of 
balance, over-active or feeling they don’t 
belong on this planet. It brings balance to 
all the chakras, energy centres, anchors the light body back around our 
physical body and reminds us to shine. This spray re-ignites our light and 
anchors it in place. It’s perfect to use when seeking a stronger connection 
to the Angelic realm. 

 

Sacred Sprays for Conscious Living are available at 

 

diannegraham.com.au     or by calling her on: +61 405 236 464 



Happy Mother’s Day by Luciana Brito 

In May we celebrate a very special day.  Mother’s Day.  At a time 
when there is a lot of talk about the Sacred Feminine and healing of 
the Sacred, a beautiful way to bring about this healing is to 
celebrate every day and honour, these beautiful portals of light and 
life: Our mothers!  
 
And thus honour all mothers,  Divine Mother, Stellar Mothers, 
Elderly Mothers, Mothers of Light like Maria Isis and Kuan Yin, 
beloved Mother Gaia. Each of whom provide everything we need, 
and so always remember these angels of love who cradled us in the 
cradle and who fed us when we were children, of  extraordinary 
simplicity and a grandeur that often went unnoticed, and not were 
seen as the extraordinary angels they are. 
 

Luciana awaiting the birth of her 1st child 

Woman is the most direct expression of the divine and mysterious 
principle that creates life. It is the principle of great creation and of 
life - she breastfeeds, cares and directs on the path of existence 
with her loving and intuitive intelligence.  Formerly the most 
important figure in the family was the Matriarch. Now that I am 
pregnant, I can feel this amazing expression, from the bottle of my 
heart. We are life creators 🤍. 

The power to create is feminine ... The power to adopt and create 
physical resemblance to the son of the heart ... Mothers of the 
heart and love ... Portals for entry into this world and other worlds.  In the Trinity Father, son and Holy Spirit, Holy 
Spirit and the feminine, the energy of creation and love. 

 Mothers are pure surrender, and there is no label, they are special the way they are.  We all have the mother we 
chose for the experience that we would like to have here on Earth.  So honour. 

 Beloved mothers, remember to love yourselves very much, the first great deserving of all that love and zeal ... are 
yourselves.  And finally,  

The prayer of the Great Mother From Xaman Alba Maria: 

Prayer to Great Mother 
Our Mother who is in heaven, on earth and everywhere 

Blessed be your beauty and your abundance 
It brings to our hearts the key that opens the portal of love 

May each of us respect the ways of all beings 
and the exercise of forgiveness is part of our existence. 

That we can welcome to our table 
those who want to share the sacred food with us 

Our mother who is in heaven, on earth and everywhere 
May the greater purpose guide our steps 

and that the beat of our hearts can be united to the touch of the heart of the earth 
and so we can throb in one rhythm 

May the stars guide us through the dark nights 
and that the sun shines brightly on our bodies. 

Hey Great Spirit, 
Hey Great Mother, 

Hey Shaman. 
With Love, Luciana  



Sacred Cacao & Ceremony by Natalie McIver 

I have an affinity with Sacred Cacao like some have with crystals! Whether I sit with Cacao 
in ceremony or within my daily self care ritual- I feel connected to my ancestors, the 
ancestors of this sacred plant medicine, Pachamama and my Soul.  

In my sacred cacao Ceremonies, when I connect with this plant medicine, “I see, I hear and 
I know” with clarity and faith that my guides are speaking with me and through me to 
create and hold sacred space for those who sit in circle with me. 

When we sit in ceremony with others, we create a synergy of healing, love and expansion 
as our souls connect and embrace each other with love. Humans crave connection, and yet we all too often allow fear or 
pain to shut us down and disconnect us from others.  In sacred ceremony our souls do the work, they bring us back to 
harmony, back to self. 

Using a combination of Breathwork, sound and hands on healing, the song of my guides and those present in circle comes 
through to heal and release past and current trauma and pain. 

In ancient times and cultures the healers and shamans worked with Cacao to connect with their gods/goddesses and to ask 
for direction, clarity and blessings.  

In modern times we work with Cacao to connect deeper to ourselves and become one with our own Universal spirit which 
in turn allows us to create and manifest our dreams and goals. 

Working with this Sacred plan medicine is a journey back to self and soul, a pathway to the subconscious and each journey 
is individual and absolutely perfect for that souls restoration. 

I host sacred cacao Ceremonies on the Sunshine coast, Rainbow Beach, Hervey Bay and Agnes Water, and am willing to 
travel anywhere to share this message and medicine!  

I also train Sacred Cacao Ceremony Facilitators to work with this plant medicine and incorporate vibrational tools into their 
current modality or practice. Recently approved by IICT, I have trained over 40 incredible souls who are now creating such 
an amazing contribution to our world through Sacred cacao and ceremony. What the world needs right now is more souls 
committed to their spiritual path and committed to raise their own vibration through ceremony and heart opening tools 
such as Sacred Cacao.  

My upcoming events: 

12/5 Sacred Cacao Ceremony Coolum Beach 

15/5 Sacred Cacao Ceremony Facilitators Training 
Maroochydore 

21/5 & 22/5 Sacred Cacao Ceremony Hervey bay 

29/5 Sacred Cacao Ceremony Facilitators Training Brisbane 

Please visit my Website for event info and subscribe for 
My FREE E Book “ Sacred Cacao & Ceremony” and to 
purchase your own Cacao ( use discount code NAT10) 

www.thevibrationalhealer.com.au 
Natalie McIvor 
goddessonline@bigpond.com 
 
0402 462 804 
 



 
Discernment by Janice Ireland 

Blessings from my heart to yours 

I wanted to talk about Discernment which is I am told is the ability to ‘judge well in any circumstances’. 

I feel that Discernment is about touching your intuition and is Spirit or Soul guided. 

I have had this from a young age, I would actually get a funny taste in my mouth, and originally it helped me 
to know that my Dad would not be coming home in a happy mood and to avoid him where possible or bad 
things would happen. 

It helped me to know that things were not as they should be and not right to my heart. I could discern that 
things would not end well. 

In more recent times it has helped me to comfort people as I could discern that death or illness was coming 
and things would be hard or hearts would be broken. 

It also helps me to know and feel when people are genuine or not. 

I really feel it all ties together with your intuition and instincts and reading peoples energy and not what they 
say. 

When I was a Christian and a member of a traditional Church, discernment was helpful as I was a member 
of the Healing team with laying on of hands. I also held several other positions where this was a gift. 

I truly believe that most of us have this gift of discernment in some form or other and for me it is very useful 
and valued. 

I pick up on the vibe of a person even over the phone and this helps in many situations. 

I feel and hear an inner prompting that lets me know the way people are and if the person or circumstance is 
for me. 

I feel truly blessed to have Discernment, Intuition, Gut feelings or whatever you may feel comfortable calling 
it as a guiding tool in this day and age. 

I am blessed to have dreams and messages from my guides and Goddesses and Gods that all assist me to 
ensure that I am on the right track. 

It takes a while to trust that what you feel is the right way. Many of us have been brought up to discount our 
feelings and to only trust what we see. But using your intuition and discerning what sits right with your 
being is the way to go always. 

I found out the hard way a couple of years ago when I joined and on-line coven and was taken in by their 
seemingly genuine manner but then their true colours shone through and I was able to leave and move on to 
better things. A learning curve for sure. One time that I did not go with my intuition but luckily no harm was 
done and I learned a lot about myself. 

So even though Discernment is a big part of my process, we all need to learn lessons at times. 

My friends, trust your Gut instincts and Intuition as it shines a light on the true energy of people and trust 
your Discernment as your ability to judge for yourself. 

Much love and Blessings until next time. 

                             Janice Ireland      jeffice7@gmail.com   or Janis Ireland on Messenger   for readings. 



Spiritual Hoovering for Cleansing by Katrina Shailer 

Find somewhere quiet and where you will not be disturbed. Lie down or sit in a comfortable position. Make sure you 
feel comfortable and relaxed. Take in 3 deep breaths slowly. You may light a candle or two and put on some soft music 
– if you feel this will help you to fully relax. 

Say out loud or in your mind, “Archangel Michael, I call upon you now to clear and vacuum away any negativity, any 
blockages, fear or entities from myself, my loved ones and my pets and home.”  

Imagine that standing behind you is the Archangel Michael. Imagine that all around you are beautiful angels who are 
watching over you and keeping you safe. Believe with all of your heart that Michael and the angels are by your side 
and are watching over you. 

Watch as Archangel Michael puts a golden hoover (vacuum) pipe through the top of your head. See Michael press a 
button on the hoover and as he does the Hoover begins to suck up thick black liquid from your body. Watch as all this 
black liquid is sucked out of your body and is in the hoover bag. 

Feel your body become lighter as all negative energy, entities; fear and depression leave your body. Feel your body 
become light as a feather as all the stresses of the day are sucked away forever. 

Watch as Michael hovers every inch of your body from your toes all the way to the very top of your head. Hoover your 
organs, ears, eyes, veins, spine and your entire self. Keep hoovering until no more black liquid is left in your body and 
only clear liquid is being sucked up.  

Watch as Archangel Michael presses the button on the hoover again. This time see beautiful white heavenly light ooze 
out of the hoover pipe and into your body. Watch as this beautiful white light fills with in you. This white light Fills up 
your entire body from your toes to your head. This white light is so pure and heavenly and makes you feel whole, 
refreshed, healed, balanced and cleansed.  

Take a minute to notice how you feel. Notice if you feel any different from before you did the meditation to now that 
you have done it. How do you feel? 

Once Michael has fully filled your entire body with heavenly white light, ask him to please do the same process with 
your loved ones and your home and pets. Watch as Michael hoovers up all the black liquid or smog from your loved 
ones, home and pets. 

Then watch as Michael lets beautiful heavenly white light fill your loved ones, home and pets. Once done, thank 
Archangel Michael for his love and protection, healing and guidance.  

Thank the angels who are standing around you for their protection and love too.  

 

 

 

 

 
Angel image via Google  

artist unknown 

 

 



MEDITATION by Charmaine Watkins 

When I first started to learn the art of meditation, it was by listening to guided meditations. Ones where you are to 
follow a story. For quite awhile I could not see anything. Feel and sense things, yes, re we went was also easy. 
Remembering the messages at the end was a hit and miss.  I found that by writing the meditation down on paper after 
doing it, helped me to recall any messages that I received.  

Not all Meditations were about connecting to your Guides or Angels 
or higher self, but also just for relaxation. 

I am a person who doesn’t see Spirit. So I gathered that I was not 
going to see in my meditations.  

However, after a few years of meditating, I saw my first images. They 
were of a fence, the poles and wire, on the side of a pathway leading 
down to a beach. I was really excited that I finally actually saw 
something.  

After my journey with my Spiritual Teacher came to an end, I started 
looking for a meditation group to join. I didn’t have much luck in that 
area.  

So after I had opened my business, I created a reading room for 
readers through the day and I started my own meditation group at 
night. It was during these meditations nights that I started down 
loading my own meditations.  

I would just open up on the night and have the meditation come 
through there and then,  at the time it needed to come through. I never sit and write them out the day before.  

I have been told that they are very relaxing and that I needed to record them. I tried to do that, however every time I 
tried there would be some back ground noise that would come up on the recording, so I just didn’t worry about it.  

Most recently, I’ve been told I need to write them down in a book.  

That I can do, I just need to make the time to do it. 

I haven’t been running a meditation night of late, however will get back into it when the time is right.  

                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blessings Charmaine Watkins 



Feeling What I Feel in the Moment by Belle Cornish 

Today it feels heavy and icky 

I had another article outline for this month’s article, however, in this moment l feel called to write and share what’s 
happening for me now. 

Lately l have been doing a fair bit of work on clearing my channels.  Clearing out what no longer serves me.  My heart’s 
desire is to move forward, to expand, evolve and share my message in the world. 

In doing this “stuff” has been coming up. Going back to my inner child and reclaiming her.  Letting go of old limiting 
beliefs and belies that l took on that came from others.  Beliefs that really are holding me back. 

So far it’s felt Kinda like I’m cruizing along.  Well that was up until today.! 

Today it feels heavy in my chest (its not medical) and really icky.  It feels like I’ve been hit with a tidal wave of it all. 

It feels really overwhelming.  You now that feeling where you just want to run from it. 

However l know if l run, its only going to follow me.  It is going to keep presenting itself, until l move through it. 

It can be challenging to stay positive and focused while in the moment of it all. But l feel the gentle reminder from my 
spirit team, “you have got this, you can do this, remember your tools and the journey you have been on so far”. 

I pause for a moment and have gratitude for myself.  For doing this work for many years and for accumulating many 
tools.  It was a beautiful reminder that l do have all the tools within me. 

Journaling is one of my biggest tools.  Getting it all out seem to help process and shift the energies.   

At the moment my journal makes no sense, its all over the place and hard to read.  It isn’t about how it looks or even 
what it says, it’s the journey, the process of getting it all out. 

My fears are illusions.  Most of them are stuff people have said to me and l have subconsciously taken them on as my 
beliefs.  It sure does feel like adulting is unlearning and striping away others “stuff”.   Then finding our own alignment 
with our own beliefs.  The beliefs that ring true. 

In our Sacred Garden Community we have the Inner Awareness course happening.  It is going through 12 keys and 
unlocking them.  I am finding that as l am delivering this, sharing what l have learnt, that things are coming up for me 
too. 

I am noticing for me the ‘not worthy’ and ‘not good enough’ thoughts are coming up a lot.  When l go into these they 
seem to stem a lot from my childhood.  Things that were said to me.  I didn’t realise just how much they have been 
impacting my life, keeping me small!  I am truly over that “stuff” keeping me small.  It’s time to realign with what is true 
for me and what is good for me.  It’s time to reclaim those parts of me. 

I am grateful it is coming up in my awareness.  When l am aware, l can make changes. 

When l am aware of things blocking me, l have the power to shift it, to create changes that allow me to feel good and 
amplify my life.  

Part of my motivation with this is then l share with my community.  To share my experiences and what l’ve learnt.  I don’t 
want to keep this all to myself.  I love, love, love sharing!!!  I want to be a part of a world where women lift each other up 
and rise together. 

In the work l have been doing lately I was asked a question to journal.  At the time l just wrote … however  … as l keep 
looking back over this, it raises my vibes and motivates me that no matter what comes up, what is happening, to keep 
going!! 

I was asked, “what kind of world would you like to see...” 

 

 



This is my response:  

The world l want to see is: 

- is every woman feeling good 

- Women living the life which is aligned to them 

- Women doing their thing in the world and feeling good doing it 

- Women stepping up, despite their fears 

- Women embodying their strengths 

- Seeing their challenges as rising opportunities 

- Able to rise above past hurts, pains and traumas 

- Women turning their scars into stars 

- Women aware of the star vibes to amplify their lives & feel good 

- See women having & using tools so that no matter what is happening, they know they have ‘got it’ 

- Women making choices about their life that are aligned to them 

- Living a soul-led life 

- Women loving themselves as they are, in the present! 

This is a world l want to see 

As l have been working through stuff coming up, l keep coming back to this and re-reading it.  Every time l re read it, l 
love it even more. 

Despite your “stuff” what kind of world do you want to see? 

Magical Blessings  

Love Belle                         Here is a link to take you to our gems  https://linktr.ee/belle_and_dave 

If you are wanting to be apart of a community of like minded women and creating the above kinda or world, join us in the Sacred 
Garden Community or want to binge on our content see out fb page and/or our Alchemy for Women Podcast 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Goddess Resting 
Image via Facebook 
Artist Unknown  
But acknowledged 
 

 

 

 

 

 



What It Means To Be a Mongolian Shamanist? By Janice Tindale 

A shaman by definition is a seer, a multi-dimensional voyager, a upper, middle and lower worlds in search 
of solutions to improve the lives of members of the community she serves. In my tradition the role of a 
seer is a highly regarded one as he or she shoulders a great responsibility. One does not call herself or 
himself a shaman but it is a title bestowed upon by the people whom he or she continually serves.  

In Mongolian tradition, strictly speaking, there are several hurdles  an Boo (male shaman) or Ongod 
(female shaman) would have had undergone before being recognised as a legitimate practitioner. For 
the family is it is a big honour and sacrifice.   

Some of which need to have survived a 
near death or illness, struck by 
lightning, suffers from a disability or 
having a birth defect; able to 
communicate with spirits and are able 
to traverse the 3 worlds, would have 
performed 3 miracles ie. healing the 
sick, restoring sight  and lastly would 
have demonstrated ability to embody 
benevolent spirits as well resist, 
negotiate and placate malevolent 
ones.  

Although shamanism can be taught but it may take years to hone. My family has inherited our shamanic 
practice through Spirit. We carry the burden as a duty to honour the work of our ancestors whom we 
can traced back to the Darkhard tribes in Mongolia. And I am one of the 19th generation descendants.  

Mongolia is thought to be the cradle of shamanism which is believed to have spread to Siberia 
then  Americas; Africa, Asia, and Austronesian regions.  In fact, the very term “shaman” has its origins in 
the Tugun language which means the one who sees.   

My calling came to us some 30 years ago through a relentless series of divine revelations. My current 
practice is the culmination of years of self-discovery and a combination of shamanic traditions practised 
in eastern religions and cultures ingrained in my family and community.   

Humble to share my gift of clairvoyance and knowing through reading tarot and providing spiritual 
guidance and healing for those in need.  Our ongoing fascination with history and anthropology has led 
us to be part of an international community of shamanic practitioners and academicians who study our 
body of work in both neo and core shamanism.  

For more information check out The Angel Connection http://www.angelconnection911/Facebook 
or http://www.living-resonance.com/  

For readings and healings with Janice,  

contact Now Healthy in Forest Lake on 0481080076 

Photos courtesy of  Jacqueline Teoh, http://www.living-resonance.com/ 

 

 



Colour Temperature Cycle by Lisa Mitchell 
On the Southern Hemisphere Wheel of the Year Calendar 2021, ten months are represented by Australian 
Native plants, and two months by Star groups that are found in the Southern and Northern skies of the 
Southern Hemisphere.  

Each of the native flora appears in the same month it blooms and the same colour that corresponds to the 
artists’ colour wheel. The colours of the natives simulate the progressive and subtle changes occurring 
throughout the year.  

The colours reflect our temperature cycle when divided into the warm and cool halves of the classic colour 
wheel.  

Moving past the thermal turning point of Samhain, the cool colours of violet, blue and green become 
prominent. 

Queensland’s native Cooktown Orchid is featured as flowering in May. 

On 19 November 1959 the Dendrobium phalaenopsis was proclaimed as the floral emblem of Queensland. 
It conformed with the Government's criteria in being an easily cultivated native species confined to 
Queensland, decorative and distinctive in appearance, and coloured close to the State colour, maroon. 

In December 1880, the Surveyor General of New South Wales published a beautiful colour plate 
of Dendrobium phalaenopsis in 'Australian Orchids' with the words "obtained in northern Queensland", which 
clearly illustrates the plant people now know as the Cooktown Orchid. 

It occurs naturally in northern Queensland, from Johnston River to Iron Range and usually flowers in the dry 
season in the wild, but may flower throughout the year in cultivation. 

(Source: Australian National Botanic Gardens, 2012).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dendrobium phalaenopsis 

(Source: Hill, J.E., 2005). 

May blessings, 

Lisa 

Contact: Lisa at info@southernwheel.com.au or www.southernwheel.com.au 

 



Pandora’s Box & the Inner Rebel ~ the day after Mother’s Day 2021 ~ Lynn Rainbow Starfire 

I’ve been feeling very, very vulnerable the past few weeks … those deep-seated 
feelings of aloneness … despair… not being worthy .. and/or good enough …. Blah 
blah blah … have once again reared their ugly heads of shame, fear, doubt, self-
loathing & unworthy!!! 

I     am    over  it !!!! 

Part of it is my recent separation & distancing myself from a person who isn’t right 
for me to be around because of their ongoing negativity & put-downs.  

While another aspect of what’s been coming up is around Mother’s Day & my 
aloneness on this day. I have the most fantastic, intelligent, determined & loving 
family/tribe – it would have been amazing if I’d been able to share the day with 
any or all of them … hence some of my inner/outer pity-party 

So, when I woke up this Moonday morning to overwhelming feelings/thoughts of 
loneliness, despair, pain, fear, doubts and Aloneness bursting to the surface, I 
knew it was time! I had to, must, face these inner aberrations, and do something 
about healing … clearing … understanding their origins! Then, deleting, blocking, 
clearing, transforming them permanently. 

Why?? Because I’ve lost count of how many times, ways, processes, healing energy 
techniques, shamanic psychotherapy etc that I have used to work on them {me} and yet still they resurface when I 
least expect it. These types of thoughts, emotions, beliefs & behavioural patterns are insidious and NOW it is time ~ 
and some ~ for me to eradicate them from my energy bodies, my energy fields, my chakras, my thoughts and emotional 
patterns & my personal beliefs about myself. They’re disempowering & quite frankly I AM OVER IT!!!!  

I wrote 2 messages on my Facebook page this morning as I began processing what’s been stirring within my cauldron 
the past week or so. It was my original message which prompted me into  journaling, & sharing here, what I have been 
moving through, facing & working with: 

‘The mists are here this morning creating a beautiful Mystickal, veiled 

energy that I love  

~ which is appropriate 2 days prior to New Moon & preparing to snip the 
last straggling cords of old old sticky grunge that's been hanging about 

because I so loathe indulging in self-pity-parties  

Then, as I got my magick beans & sacred brew cup ready, I was drawn in 
by the message on the Coffee bottle: 

          ~ If you can Imagine it - You can Create it ~  

That's very personally relevant for me in a number ways at the moment.  

I'm truly at the !! enough already !! Phase …. So I’ve been sitting looking 
at, re-reading, reading aloud & really feeling into those words: 

♡◇ If you can Imagine it - You can Create it ☆♡ 

& it has generated a shift within. The light of Grandfather Sun is piercing 

the veils of the Mists as I write & I KNOW the magick that's there / here in me is just waiting to pop out.’ 

Then I received guidance through my Inner Goddess’s response to my request for help and assistance for me to use a 
particular deck of Oracle cards:  Alan Fairchild's powerful Sacred Rebel Oracle cards  



... it took ages to shuffle them & finally have a card pop out – boy did I 
pray, clear & then some, before I realised that a card was there for me to 
read … I literally had to *stop* my anxiousness, breathe and notice that: 

The card Pandora’s Gift had somehow flipped Herself in the deck as I was 
shuffling  

.. She didn't fly or drop out as typically happens for me  

She literally went ‘frontside up’ in the deck itself! whereas all the other 
cards were face down. 

Pandora’s Gift card from the Sacred Rebels Oracle cards by Alana Fairchild, 
Art by Autumn Skye Morrison 
 
Pandora’s message is very relevant for me as I have been doing lots of 
work with Lillith, including learning about Astrology in order to get a 
deeper understanding of the 3 aspects to Dark Moon Lillith in the 

Heavens and Astrological Charts   & how these play out in Women’s 
lives. 

What I have come to understand as I’ve processed today, is that many of us are in some way or another Rebels .. we 
are the ones who step up & challenge/d our parents, teachers, governments, society, peers, religious hierarchies, 
social ‘norms’ which are disempowering, disrespectful, non-inclusive, sexist, racist etc 

When I was in my mid-teens, I finally found the courage to start challenging my patriarchal Dad and my equally 
dominating Mum over their judgements about others, how things ‘should be’, my being allowed to go ‘down the 
street/shops’ with my friends, saving up and getting nice clothes for myself, etc. All of this, and more, was my way of 
voicing my inner rebel against pronouncements like the dreadful ‘little girls should be seen and not heard’ statements 
my sisters and I were force fed from our early childhood on. So, turning today to the Sacred Rebel Oracle cards by 
Alana is kind of a ‘no brainer’ when you think about it ;-) 

Since I’ve been working with Lillith for some time, recognising the Rebel She was/is, I am very well aware that sooner 
or later an eruption of emotions of my hidden, yet known, ‘flaws’ and ‘fears’ had to happen … again … ;-) to push me 
into stepping up!  

Yet, drawing the Pandora card came as a ‘surprise’, including how She presented Herself to me, which is symbolic too 
when you think about it. I had never before considered working with Pandora, nor had I understood how She too had 
been maligned, Her message distorted and the powerful work She embodied twisted and sanitised by the Patriarchy. 
Even the original meaning of Her name as ‘all gifted’ conjures all kinds of awareness and realisations about perceptions 
and what influences and shapes our world, our lives and our thoughts.  

I’ve also come to understand that it takes a certain kind of courage to be a Rebel, to challenge oneself, to change, 
because being held captive by our fears &/or the outer world is neither healthy, nor useful in a World where our 
authentic voices are often subjected to one form or another of censorship, or being ‘gagged’, & yet it’s what’s familiar. 

For me, being a Rebel isn’t about causing trouble on the streets, making inflammatory statements or policies, or acting 
irresponsibly in ways which harm others. Being a true Rebel is an inner journey leading to self-empowerment & truth. 
Think of the changes wrought by the Women’s movements early last Century & in the ‘70’s, along with the hippies 
and anti-war protests and you see inspirational, outer expressions of the inner changes in community awareness that 
led to peaceful actions & the movement away from religions to spiritual paths where we are our own gurus.  

I am a Rebel who is challenging, shape-shifting and changing my ‘inner, wounded, core beliefs’ that have 
disempowered and dishonoured me for most of my life to varying degrees. Through my growing awareness, courage 
[wow it takes courage to write and feel that deeply] & determination to live up to my full potential, I am honouring 
my Goddess within. I am giving Her a Voice and the Power to BE.  

I AM ENOUGH!                   Bless-ed BE!                     Lynn Rainbow Starfire 



Crossing the Threshold by Rhonda Noyes 

 
Recently I had the honour of facilitating a bridal shower ceremony for someone very special in my life.  I am 
filled with so much joy, love and connection from this day.  The Women folk made up of close Kin and Sisters 
came together to hold space for this beautiful human being.  She was blessed, pampered and totally loved.  
She too returned heart felt words of love, respect and connection to each Woman who was present at the 
ceremony, as her Ancestors watched lovingly over her.  It was such a joyous, heart filled day, with lots of 
loving tears shed.  
 
This ceremony was a Rites of Passage for her as she crosses the threshold from a single Woman (Maiden) 
to that of a Woman in a Sacred Union of Marriage with her beloved.  She is so blessed to be entering this 
Sacred Union with a wonderful Man whom she has a healthy relationship with. 
 
As part of the ceremony there was a burn and releasing of things one has learnt from during their 
Maiden/single years which one does not choose to carry into their Sacred Union.   
 
Plus a gathering of the harvest of aspects of self that one will continue to hold and nurture.  Loving and 
honouring one’s body, sensuality and sacred self as a Divine Goddess.   
 
Then teaching one’s beloved to do the same.  
 
How different it was to the drunken hen’s and 
buck’s parties that are so popular.   
 
One does not need alcohol or drugs to relax, 
to open up, to laugh, to dance, to go deep.  
How reliant though has society become on 
putting substances into our bodies to do this.   
 
How fearful people are to be truly present 
and vulnerable to look deep into another’s 
eyes, to connect heart to heart and to speak 
their truth and of the beauty they see within 
another and their self.   
 
It is physically sitting in circle with other 
loving Human Beings, that opens the door to 
enable this to occur.  Not another glass of 
booze or some other substance. 
 
I pray that we see more of these types of 
ceremonies occurring as part of the Rites of Passage reemergence.   
 
Let us release those shackles of constraint, the ridicule, the fear.  Let’s gather in circles and support our 
young to choose healthier ways to honour themselves and to celebrate their life journey milestones. 
 
That’s all from me this month.   
 
Blessings to you all and to the Ancestors who love us since always, for always. 
 
 
Blessings Rhonda (Ronnie)  
Stories, prayers, poems and chants from Rhonda’s Garden  
rhonda@joyfulkookaburra.com.au  

 
 



Blessed Divine Woman,  
Expression of Grace by Amanda Hookum 

The Light of the Solar Logos 
radiating from your heart and 
piercing through the darkness of 
separation 

Blessed is the creative force flowing 
within all women 

And blessed is the Divine Fruit 
ripened in the womb, Source of Christ 
Consciousness, Mother of all men 

Holy Woman, Shekinah, Mother of all 
Creation 

Hold us gently within your softened 
gaze that we may always remember 
the Source of unconditional love and 
your presence are one within all 
women 

Residing in our hearts, every cell, 
every touch and every word spoken 

The wisdom of our collective journeys, a river of life giving nourishment for all, now and for 
eternity 

Ehyah Asher Ehyah 

 

Poem ~ Copyright Amanda Hookham 

Photographer unknown but acknowledged 

 
 



Enchantress Readings with Belle Cornish 

An Enchantress Reading is about accepting you, your strengths, talents and taking 
on your challenges to turn your scars into stars. To shine in this world and to feel 
good.  

What this kind of reading this can offer you: 

Insight 

Confirmation of self 

Motivation to keep going, especially with things you dream about doing 

Learning more about you allows you to get the most out of your life. 

In this reading your talents, abilities are highlighted. 

Also areas that may be of challenges to you will be highlighted.  This has been done to bring your awareness to them. When you are aware you 
are able to make a change.  They are high lighted form a place of love and to be informative to you.  With awareness you are able to heal, grow 
and evolve.   

Things that have been high lighted may be things you use to do.  They may not be present at this point in you life.  However it expands your 
awareness of you and gives you a feeling of self acceptance. 

This reading is a reflection of your whole life.  Some things may or may not apply to this present moment or they may be in your younger years. If 
it no longer applies, it can be a sign of how far you have come! This is great.  We tend to beat ourselves up. By giving ourselves a hard time for 
what we wish we were. Exacerbated by forgetting to stop and celebrate just how far we have come!   

Celebrating yourself is an amazing way to bring more feel good vibes into your life.   

Enchantress Readings gives you some insight in the direction of things to work on, to move forward and feel good about yourself and about your 
life. 

They also provide you with Insight and satisfaction through being able to obtain a sense of knowing you are on the right path, and a deeper sense 
of the insights and direction of your path 

These readings can also reveal things you may not initially relate to,  which can become areas of learning 

There may be vulnerable the things brought up in your reading – which give you the chance to take notice of your feelings as these are 
powerful.  It is a way your body communicates with you. 

Opportunity to open your mind up and see things from a different perspective. By becoming aware of possible challenges it allows you to shift 
them.  These things maybe what is holding you back and stopping you achieve your potential! 

You already have huge potential to feel good and live an amazing life.  These readings are a guide for you to help you to achieve this.  

It is amazing how accurate Enchantress Readings can be, leaving you with a greater knowledge of yourself. 

Enchantress Readings are an Astrological Birth Chart  reading without the Astrological terminology. 

For these readings you must know: 

💜 Your EXACT time of birth 

💜 Your date of birth  

💜 Place of birth  

Without these your reading can’t be done  

If you do pay for one, your money will be refunded minus PayPal fees.  

Once you have paid, send a message on our Facebook page:  Belle and Dave, with the above details and your PayPal name and email.  

Once payment has cleared and you have sent your details to our page fb messenger, it will be within 7 days you will receive your Enchantress 
Reading via fb messenger.  

Cost $45 AU 

I look forward to doing your Enchantress Reading 

http://bit.ly/EnchantressReading          Love Belle 
 



The Magick & Mystery of Journey Work by Bella Payne 

 
Journey work is something that has become deeply embedded in my magickal practices and a process I find to be 
invaluable in guiding me on my path forward.  

What is journey work? Basically, it’s like doing a meditation but unguided.  

The benefits of taking unguided journeys are that they give you an opportunity to receive Divine messages, channelled 
information, new insights, answers to questions and signs you are on the right path. 

They are a wonderful test of your intuition and allow you to tap into it deeply if you trust.. 

 
Types of Journeys 

There are many but these are the ones I do most often: 

• Shamanic 
• Healing 
• Visits to your inner child  
• Past life and timeline 
• Ritual journeys 
• Underworld - shadow work 

 
How to Journey: 

I'm going to be upfront and tell you that it has taken me a lot of time and work to be able to master this as my mind 
chatter is epic - but I’ve found ways to quiet the noise and immerse myself deeply: 

• I lie down comfortably and get myself into a meditative state by taking 3 deep breaths all the way down into my 
toes 

• In my mind’s eye I open my eyes and find myself in a forest standing on a path (I'm always in a forest but you can 
go wherever you like). 

• I look down at my feet to anchor myself into the environment, noticing what the ground looks and feels like - is 
it rocky, a sand path, sawdust, dirt? I feel my feet fully connect with the Earth. 

• I look up and notice what sort of forest it is - is it pine, tropical, old growth, bush? I begin to listen for sounds, 
feel if there is a breeze and smell the air. 

• Then I start walking and see where the path takes me. I remain completely open and aware noticing sights, 
sounds, smells, signs, colours, what I'm wearing and if any magickal beings cross my path 

• If my mind wanders I look down at my feet to anchor myself back in. If I'm really having trouble focusing I listen 
for sounds of Nature in my real environment and my mind usually calms. 

• I keep going until I encounter who/what I’m meant to see and have received a message. I always remember to 
be respectful and thankful. When I’ve received my message I go back the way I came until I reach the point 
where I began. I take 3 deep breaths and come back into this time and space. 

  

Sometimes the path is straight, sometimes it twists and turns, sometimes it's hilly. Once I even climbed an epic 
mountain! I usually come into some sort of clearing and whoever I need to speak to is there. Through these journeys I 
have connected with Ancestors, my inner child, witches that came before us, an emperor, Native American Elders, 
magickal beings and loved ones. They usually always have something to tell me although I have to say that I've also 
arrived only to be told I'm not ready. That is an indication that there is more work for me to do first. 
 
If you’re going to do journey work, once you’ve completed a journey its’ so important to WRITE EVERYTHING 
DOWN! Every sign, every message, every feeling. 



Once I did a journey where I noticed I was wearing period style clothing, I was in a pine forest, I saw a waterfall, a 
mermaid, an abundance of the colour aquamarine and that's where I met the emperor. I wrote all of these signs and 
symbols in my diary then researched what each thing meant - every single thing was relevant to the personal and 
magickal work I was doing at the time and led me to what healing I needed to do next. The healing I did was huge and 
shifted a negative belief I'd been carrying my whole life! 

 
So you see, there is SO much value in this type of work and I highly encourage you to try it. Once you get the hang of it 
you will be amazed at what mysteries are revealed to you! 

Blessed Be,  

Bella x 
bella@wiccid.com.au 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Power animals image 

via Facebook 

~artist unknown but acknowledged 

 



Feel All Aspects Of Self by Jodie Child 

How are you lovely people doing this May? It’s been huge energetically…….. I know the Shuman resonance has been 
going off the charts with influxes of light pouring into Earth and the lead up to the Scorpio moon at the end of April 
was massive! It really squeezed me good. I felt as if I went into the cavern of myself and felt the deep and darkest 
spaces. I had layers popping up out of me that I thought I had already 
cleared!  

As I traversed the rocky road of rawness within myself there were so 
many silver linings to be thankful for. I am so grateful for the amazing 
group of close friends that always have my back. They are not there 
to fix me, but they witness and hold space for me as I traverse the 
muddy waters of challenge and discomfort.  

There is also Great Spirit, Mother Earth and my spirit team who are 
always by my side as I evolve and shed life. There are also new tools 
and ways of grounding and anchoring my energy which I have learnt 
that have supported me and allowed me to still safe and not blow out 
my base chakra when going through the dark night of the soul.  

At the end of last year, I had a new teacher come into my life. 
Matthew Greenwood from            
         Autumn Skye Art 
https://www.facebook.com/GreenwoodJourneys  

He is a very humble man living in the Southern Hemisphere based in Adelaide. Training with him has changed and 
grounded my spiritual practice on a new level. You can receive the ultimate grounding exercise from him by connecting 
with him on his Facebook page.  

This was a game changer for me working more with my base chakra and connecting in with my Core Star and Hara 
energy. I love sharing and referring teachers that inspire you to grow as a person and a spiritual being. His work is 
Shamanic and very grounded.    

We as humans are not meant to navigate dark times alone. Building a network of support around you is the best gift 
you can do for yourself. I cannot stress enough how important this is to build solid foundations within and around you. 
We as humans are not meant to hold our emotions on our own.  

Here are a few questions you can use to connect in with emotions when you are laying in stillness with yourself and 
please seek support if you are navigating dark spaces and are unable to shift them yourself.  

• It is important to feel ALL and acknowledge the whole spectrum of our emotions.  
• Take time to feel.  
• Take the time to feel where the emotion of what you are feeling is sitting in your body.  
• Identify what you are feeling. Name it! Express it! 
• What is the emotion attached too? A past or present experience.  
• Is what you are feeling yours or somebody else’s?  
• Make a conscious choice to let things go that no longer serve you for your highest good.  
• Seek support if you are unable to shift emotions on your own.  

 

 

Peaceful Child  

Peacefulchild444@gmail.com  

	
 



The Elemental Power of Earth: Using Dirt in Ritual by Courtney Stark 

It is under your feet every day, yet earth is often an underappreciated element.  It is a cornerstone of magick 
and represents growth, stability and a strong foundation from which to work.  Our food is grown in earth and 
earth works to support all the other elements as well.   

Without earth, life as we know it on this planet would not exist.  As humans, we also need the Earth.  Not only 
is it our primary food source, but we also interact with the Earth through the science of grounding (simply 
going barefoot on the surface of the Earth) to support our health and wellbeing by absorbing the Earth’s 
negative charge through the soles of our feet.  Life comes from Earth and at the end of our life, we are returned 
to Her, held in Her embrace for eternity.   

We can also work with earth in a practical magick sense by understanding the Doctrine of Signatures.  The 
Doctrine of Signatures is a theory that has been used by herbalists and medicine people for centuries.  It states 
that herbs that resemble various parts of the body can be used to treat ailments affecting that part of the body.   

For example, bloodroot is used as a blood tonic due to its deep red colour and ginseng is used as a whole-body 
tonic as the root of the plant resembles the shape of the human body.  In a similar way, we can apply this 
methodology to dirt taken from specific areas and use that symbology to amplify magickal workings.   

Dirt is a wonderful element to work with and it is also readily available.  When we take dirt respectfully from 
an area, the dirt retains the energy of that place.  One thing to keep in mind when collecting dirt from a 
particular place is if it holds cultural significance to people indigenous to that area.  For example, many tourists 
have made return trips to Uluru to return sacred earth after experiencing bad luck when they removed it 
without permission.   

Listed below are a few ideas on how you can incorporate dirt into your workings. 

Cleansing: Often we are removing dirt from our lives to make our homes cleaner, but dirt itself is a powerful 
cleanser.  You can bury your sacred tools into the earth to transmute any energy they may have picked up and 
cleanse them energetically before use.  Just be sure to remember where you buried them.  Alternatively, you 
could also use a bowl filled with dirt and place your objects in that or even a pot plant if you’re an apartment 
dweller without a yard.   

Grounding:  The earth has a mild negative electrical charge and when our bare feet meet that charge, it can 
work to support our bodies bioelectrical systems such as our heartbeat and nervous systems.  Going barefoot 
especially when you are feeling scattered or under emotional stress helps to calm your emotions and is 
particularly good for young children when they have too much energy or have spent too much time in front of 
an electrical device.   

Graveyard Dirt:  This dirt has powerful associations with protection and can also be used to connect into your 
ancestral heritage.  Graveyard dirt should always be taken respectfully and an offering left.  Ideally this dirt 
should come from one of your own Ancestors or someone who you have worked to develop a relationship 
with.  It is considered rude to ask someone you’ve just met for something.  The same applies here: everything 
with respect and do the work to form a connection with that Ancestor before taking dirt from their grave.   

Crossroads: Dirt from where two (or more) roads intersect is useful in decision making, particularly when you 
are “at a crossroads” in life. Also used for opening roads and removing obstacles from a path.  Conversely, this 
dirt can also be used to close roads and put obstacles in another’s path.   

Dirt from a bank: Used in finance and abundance spells.  Also helpful for securing a loan and ensuring money 
is repaid from overdue debts.  

Dirt from a home: You can use dirt from your own home for workings involving security and to represent a 
sense of place.  Dirt from an enemy’s home can also be used to represent them in workings of retribution.  Bear 



in mind, this may focus on everyone residing on that property, not just your enemy, so ensure your working is 
worded carefully.   

Dirt from a police station: Used to keep the law at bay and to protect an area or person.  This dirt could also 
be used where a person has done wrong and should be arrested by the police.  Similarly, courthouse dirt works 
to bring about justice, fair outcomes and assistance in winning a legal case. 

Church dirt: used for blessings, purifications and protection.  Dirt taken while a wedding is being performed 
(skilfully and without interrupting the service of course) can be used in love workings.   

Ant hill dirt: Dirt from an ant hill can be used defensively to move an enemy on by putting “ants in their pants”. 
It can also be used to motivate a lazy person.   

Mud wasp nests: Dirt which has been used by wasps to build a nest can be used as protective and to drive 
people away.  It can also represent hard work and community and can be used in works to improve business.   

Dirt from a vegetable garden:  Dirt from any prosperous area, such as a thriving vege patch, or even a healthy 
patch of weeds, can be used in workings for abundance, growth, manifestation and fertility.   

Dirt from a hospital:  Used in healing works.  Keep in mind that death can also be a form of healing and release 
so the working may not be simply “a return to health” but rather a release from pain so, as always, be specific 
with your intent when using this kind of dirt.  Of course, there is no substitute for health advice received from 
a qualified health professional.     

Dirt from a school or university:  This dirt is helpful in study and endeavours involving further education.  It 
can also be used in workings to assist with retaining information. 

As you can see, using dirt in your magickal workings is only limited by your imagination.  If a place has a 
particular meaning to you, you can incorporate dirt from that place into your practise.  Earth is always 
underneath our feet, even if we can’t always connect to it directly living in concrete cities.  Take a moment 
today and connect to the Earth.  Afterall, She is magick.     

Sources available upon request.   

Courtney Stark  
The Sacred Willow  
 
  
Shop www.thesacredwillow.com.au   
Contact support@thesacredwillow.com.au  
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/TheSacredWillowAU  
Instagram  https://www.instagram.com/thesacredwillowau/  
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Crystal Elixirs by Setjataset 

 
What are crystal elixirs? 
Crystal elixirs also known as gem waters are a type of vibrational medicine utilising the energies of crystals.  I like to 
call them crystal potions and I have been using them for years to add the energetic quality of crystals as a vibrational 
medicine into my life.  Imbuing yourself with a crystal elixir ensures you are taking on the qualities of the crystal itself. 
 
How do you make crystal elixirs? 
Crystal elixirs are made by attuning the water with the crystal by infusing the crystal with purified water which a 
preservative is then added to.  I would recommend choosing crystals from the quartz family due to them being safer 
as they can be placed directly into the water. Alternatively, I would strongly suggest the crystals be placed indirectly 
through a glass bottle which has a separate chamber for the crystal and is divided by a glass wall OR by placing the 
crystal underneath a glass jar/bottle or on top of glass jar/bottle OR by placing the crystal in a small glass jar (ensuring 
its sealed) and place it within a larger glass jar where the water is poured into.   
I use a small jam jar which I place the crystal into and put that within a large glass Maccona coffee jar which I have 
stripped the labels off, thoroughly cleaned and sterilised. 

Step by Step Instructions on How to Make Crystal Elixirs by Setjataset 
Ingredients: 

Ø Crystal 
Ø Glass Containers such as a small glass jar and a larger glass jar. 
Ø Glass Bottle  
Ø Vodka, Brandy or Glycerine 
Ø Paper Coffee Filter 
Ø Glass Dropper Bottle (9, 12 or 15 mil) 

 
Instructions: 

1. Select crystal for desired energies. 
2. Cleanse crystal. 
3. Set with intention. 
4. Place crystal in glass container as described above. 
5. Pour purified water into glass container. 
6. Leave glass container under the moon which can be any phase but full moon or new moon would work best 

to bring in energies of said crystal. 
7. Remove crystal from glass container. 
8. Strain crystal water through a paper filter (such as a coffee filter). 
9. Decant into a large glass container such as a glass water bottle filling it 2/3 of the way. 
10. Place 1/3 of a preservative (vodka, brandy or glycerol if you are abstaining from alcohol.) with the crystal 

water. 
11. Place a label with the date and name of your crystal elixir on the bottle. 
12. Fill a 9, 12 or15mil dropper bottle with purified water and add 12 drops of the crystal elixir concentrate 

which now makes it available for vibrational wholistic use.   
13. Label dropper bottle with date it was made and with the name of the crystal elixir. 
14. This crystal elixir should last up to a month safely. 

How to use crystal elixirs? 

Crystal elixirs can be placed in 3-6 drop increments on your wrists, top of head, under the tongue and your drinks, 
food and magical products (such as soap, candles etc). 

You can put 12 drops of the crystal elixir it in a spray bottle with purified  water and diffuse it on your person, house 
or items (such as clothing and magical tools). 

Some of my easy recipes for you to try your hand at:  



Love 
Rose Quartz & Clear Quartz 
 
Protection 
Smoky Quartz & Black Obsidian 
 
Healing 
Amethyst & Citrine 
 
Here is a list of safe* crystals you can use for crystal elixir making: 

v Agate 
v Amethyst 
v Aventurine 
v Black Obsidian  
v Carnelian  
v Citrine 

v Clear Quartz 
v Jasper 
v Moonstone 
v Rose Quartz 
v Rutilated Quartz 
v Smokey Quartz 

Warnings: Some crystals cannot be made into elixirs due to them being toxic.  My go to is ALWAYS make them 
without dipping crystals into the water itself for safety reasons. 

However, if you want to put the crystals into water that is at your discretion but please be warned that the following 
crystals are porous and/or toxic and should NEVER be placed in water which will be consumed or used on part of the 
body as they are dangerous: 

v Apatite 
v Apophyllite 
v Azurite 
v Celestite 
v Cinnabar 
v Fluorite 
v Garnet 
v Gypsum 
v Halite 
v Hematite 

v Labradorite  
v Lepidolite 
v Malachite 
v Opal  
v Pyrite 
v Selenite 
v Tangerine Quartz 
v Tigers Eye 
v Turquoise 
v Ulexite 

 
*My recommendations are to be used at your own discretion and risk and not to be replaced with medical 
advice from a health practitioner. 
In Her  Name 
 
Setjataset 
 
If you are interested in training in the Fellowship of Isis as a Priest/Priestess my Lyceum of Heka is now taking students – for 
further information please go here: 
https://setjataset.wordpress.com/lyceum-of-heka-open-for-students/ 

Setjataset is a regular writer on Kemetic, Hellenic, Witchcraft and occult subjects and has been featured in several books and 
magazines internationally. She edited the book, Sekhmet Daughter of the Sun: A Devotional Anthology in Honor of 
Sekhmet.  Arch Priestess Hierophant in the Fellowship Of Isis (Lyceum of Heka), Hereditary Folk/Hermetic Witch, Initiated 
Wiccan Priestess, Reiki/Seichim/Sekhem Master, Tarot Councillor (ATA) who has worked professionally as a reader, healer, 
purveyor of magickal items and teacher of workshops in various metaphysical and occult subjects. For more information go to 
her blog: https://setjataset.wordpress.com/ 



My Moldavite Journey by Lyllith DragonHeart 

Well, where to begin? 

Moldavite, the stone of truth, forced intense inner work and 
major changes. It is highly recommended to start slow with 
Moldavite – but as with all I do, I jumped in head first without 
my floaties on and shit went crazy fast! 

Up until recently, Moldavite has made me feel physically sick 
and super dizzy, I wasn’t ready to work with it, but now? Even 
after all the insanity and deep shadow work, I absolutely 
LOVE this green rock!  

So, I began my Moldavite Journey. I had begun some shadow 
work leading up to this and I’m really glad I had because holy crappers Moldavite really shoves it in your face 
and forces you to deal with things – ready or not. 

I decide to put the Moldavite on my Third Eye – yeah, did I mention I’m crazy? I was shown a series of events 
which felt like memories but also didn’t make much sense at the time. You can read a little more detail on 
my blog (link at bottom of article). 

I kept the Moldavite on overnight as that felt right – no 
dizziness or sickness, I’m good to go! 

The next day, I felt myself getting a little floaty so added to 
my grounding stones and that helped keep me stable.  

Things started to get increasingly weird, I blew the bedroom 
lightbulb and my toilet flooded the ensuite and my Xbox 
decided to randomly uninstall my game while I was in the 
middle of playing – super weird. 

Picture Credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/glc_photography/ 

The second night I had nasty spiritual/alien type visitors who 
made me physically sick and long story short – super nasty 
had to be removed and house shielded. 

Self-doubt was first on the agenda of shadow work and 
Moldavite takes no prisoners. Another lesson about 
trusting, going with the flow and knowing I am worthy. A 
hard one with a few other slaps in the face but a very much 
needed lesson that I’m sure isn’t over with yet. 

Trust me to pick a Super Moon week to wear this thing, the 
house we’re renting which I absolutely love has been listed 
for sale and I’m devastated.  

It also turned out Moldavite not only shows you peoples’ true colours and makes you see peoples’ true 
motives but it does so without any form of elegance or grace.  

My blindfold was ripped off and my now ex-partner of almost 10 years is no longer in my life as he was 
incredibly toxic, I just hadn’t seen through his bullshit until this amazing stone let me see his actions and 



hear his words clearly. I should be sad, but I’m actually relieved and as it turns out so are my family and 
friends who could see him for what he really was when I was so blind.  

My psychic and intuitive gifts/abilities have also increased, a lot! Which is amazing, just shows how much I 
had blocked off and needed to release by cutting ties with toxic people and healing my own shadows. 
Definitely a huge added bonus.  

#PlotTwist – Enter the revelation of my Twin Flame, who has been in my life for a while now after an instant 
connection and has become my best friend. I’ll be perfectly honest, I always thought this twin flame / twin 
soul thing was some airy-fairy thing that people held onto desperate for true love, I admit I was wrong and 
it’s bloody hard work.  

Without going into detail of this part of the journey, I’ll just say I have never in my life had such an intense 
connection with someone on any level. The shadow work that comes with it is insane and deep and totally 
worth the results with the healing that follows working through it all together.  

So now I am not only taking my Moldavite Journey, but also neck deep in a Twin Soul Journey – all while 
asking the Universe to keep it coming and literally bouncing from one shadow to the next without a break.  

It has been the most intense couple of weeks (yeah, told you, crazy lol) of my life and I feel incredible. It’s 
been horrible, emotional, scary as shit but so amazingly healing at the same time and even though things 
are settling now there is more to be done so after a weeks’ break of wearing Moldavite, it’s back around my 
neck again.  

If you’re considering working with Moldavite, I very much suggest taking it slow – don’t be in a hurry like I 
was to get through it as it certainly takes a toll on you doing it all at once. I struggled to sleep, eat and even 
at times function as a person. So please learn from my journey and take it slow.  

Feel free to get in touch if you are struggling on your journey – whether Moldavite or Twin Flame as I’d love 
to help others from my own experiences even if I’m still climbing my way back up and out of the rabbit hole. 
I can also point you in the direction of some amazing souls who have helped me along the way.  

~ Lyllith Dragonheart 

To read my full blog (will be updated soon) visit here –  

https://lyllithsemporium.com.au/blogs/grimoire/my-moldavite-journey  

I also have some pieces of Moldavite available in my store and online store Xx 

 



 

 

Phases of the Moon Observation Chart for the Southern Hemisphere in May 2021 

by Lynn ~ Rainbow Starfire 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

Have you ever noticed that the vast majority of images and info we see about the phases of 
Grandmother Moon are based on the Northern Hemisphere? And whilst its fascinating reading, 
it’s not relevant for how we observe the passage of the Moon from East to North to West across 
our Night Skies & Daytime Skies. 

So, starting today, tonight, why not go outside and take a look to see where Grandmother 
Moon is. What is Her shape? Draw that in the 1st circle in the 1st row & date it. Then go out the 
next day and again observe Her in the sky. How does She look .. how much change in shape 
as She goes from New Moon to Waxing to Full to Waning to New Moon again can you witness 
over the 28 days She spends transforming herself. Record your thoughts, feelings, emotions 
and observations. How do you respond to the Different phases and aspects of our Southern 
Moon? 

enJOY your time with the magic, mystery and beauty of Grandmother Moon.  

Blessed-ed BE Rainbow Starfire mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 



 

 

Jodie Child  

is a Children’s Author, Children’s Yoga and Meditation Instructor, Mindfulness Mentor to Early Childhood 
Services, Sound Healer, Crystal Grid Worker and Shamanic Walker.  

Jodie is an anchor here on Earth for the star 
children. Having no children of her own she he 
holds space for many. Jodie also assists adults to 
reconnect to their inner child through 
workshops and circles.  

Jodie’s first Children’s book is to be released in 
June 2018 “Mystery Within”.  A children’s story 
connecting to mindfulness. “Mystery Within” is 
beautifully illustrated giving visual cues to 
Mother Earth, Nature and the Universe. It is a 
book of love and unity! 

Sound healing is a very powerful tool that Jodie’s uses to allow people to reconnect with their inner child. Private 
sessions are available for sound healing at Yeppoon on the Capricorn Coast.  

For upcoming events or contact visit Facebook at Peaceful Child 

Email: info@peacefulchild.com.au 

Mobile 0447 955 315  

Lynn Smith bio 

Lynn is an intuitive shaman, psychic and channel for Goddess Energies. Lynn 
conducts a range of spiritual programs, group classes, one on one sessions and 
meditation circles using many forms of shamanic and spiritual practice. She is an 
intuitive Tarot Reader & psychic. 

These classes include: Medicine Drummaking, Mystic Shaman course, 13 Moon 
Goddess circle for women, Munay-ki Rites teacher, meditation circles, Intuitive 
Art Classes & more. 

Lynn is certified 
with a BCA, Grad 
Dip Ed, Dip 
Shamanic Psychotherapy, Certificate of Holistic 
Counselling, Reiki Master and a Munay-ki Rites teacher, 

She has her own magazine, Mystic Tribe Magazine which is 
published on the 13th of each month.  

She has also featured as a contributing writer in a number of 
magazines, was a member of an expert panel on a psychic 
TV show, has hosted her own radio show with Psychic 

Radio A1R and is a regular speaker and presenter at spiritual growth events in SE Queensland.  

Lynn’s website is: http://rainbowlabyrinth.comLynn Solang Smith, BCA, Grad Dip Ed, Dip Body Psychotherapy, Cert 
Holistic Counselling, Munay-ki Rites teacher 



 

 

The Witches Healing Cottage     https://www.facebook.com/thewitcheshealingcottage/ 

Have questions please email at thewitcheshealingcottage@gmail.com 

The Feel Good Witche 

Our mission in The Feel Good Witches Membership is: 

 “To support and guide Women to BEing Feel Good Witches. 

To Heal, Evolve, Thrive & Blossom” 

What is in the sacred space for you is: 

🧙  A huge library resource of our past workings that are still applicable today- meditations, 
Pachamama Quest, Rituals, Circle Casting Workshop, Herbs Workshops, Self love, The Moon and much more 

Monthly there is: 

🧙  Drum Circle This is via a zoom call. It will be recorded. During this circle you will be taken on a guided drum journey In a 
sacred circle space created on a zoom call we go on a guided journey to the beat of the drum. Afterwards there is opportunity to 
journal. Then we come together to chat about our experience (if you wish to share, you don’t have to share if it doesn’t feel right 
for you) 

🧙  Healing Circle This is via a zoom call. It will be recorded. This is where we tune into the energies for the month. See what is 
there and what spirit guides us for the healing. This ranges from talking, journaling or meditation or something else. Even 
through replay you can still receive the healing benefits 

🧙  Healing Readings This is a Facebook live in our sacred group. The first cards pulled is for the collective of the group collective, 
so if you can’t make the live there is a reading there for you. Oracle readings are amazing at receiving guided messages from 
loved ones or spirit to heal more deeply. It allows you to become aware. Awareness is the biggest step in the journey of healing. 

In this sacred group you connect with like minded women, be guided and supported on your path with healing. 

There will be teachings on: Herbs. How to use them for health and magical uses Crystals Self Healings and healings on others 
Rituals Spell workings Working & Connecting with Mother Earth/Pachamama 

Build a Relationship with Your Spirit Guides  and everything witchy that guides and supports you to Heal, Evolve, Thrive & 
Blossom 

The magic occurs in a sacred space Facebook group 

The energy exchange is $25AU a month 

You can cancel at anytime through your PayPal account. 

If you have any questions, please do no hesitate to message and ask 

We look forward to connecting with you 

Blessings & Love Belle & Dave The Witches Healing Cottage 

thewitcheshealingcottage@gmail.com 

Here is the link if you would like to join 

https://bit.ly/TheWitchesHealingCottage25 

Once you have gone through and paid, come join us in our sacred space FB group  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thefeelgoodwitches/ 

 

www.thesacredwillow.com.au 
 

 

Courtney Stark practices her own blend of Global Magick.  After 20 years as a solitary 
pagan, exploring her own spirituality and connection to the world around her, she has felt 
it’s time to share her passion for ritual and magick.  Courtney believes magick happens in 
the real world and every day we have opportunities to create and weave our own magickal 
tradition.  She follows the Wheel of the Year, with a distinctly Australian approach, crafting 
ritual tools and altar pieces.  Lately, she has been called to work with bones and totemic 
animal spirits.   



 

 

Donna Aroha ~  Animal Communicator, Psychic Medium, Reiki Master & Intuitive Healer. 

Donna's work Empowers People & Animals by offering directly channeled guidance, clarity & insight. These readings 
can assist with decision making, answering questions & can reconnect you with loved ones in spirit . The focus on 
humans & animals living or passed over. 

 All messages are delivered with compassion, empathy, integrity & honesty with a touch of humour. 

An Animal Communication session assists pets & their guardians to strengthen their bond. It can create a greater 
understanding of perplexing behaviours & may answer questions about dietary requirements & allergies.  
Readings for animals that have crossed the Rainbow Bridge can bring reconnection, answer outstanding questions  
& in some cases, bring much needed closure.  

Donna also facilitates Animal Communication & Reiki workshops.  

These workshops are interactive & fun! Focusing on your intuition & abilities to connect with all living beings. 
Including Animal Guest Speakers. 

 

Reiki allows you to self heal & assist others, Animal & Human 😊  

 

 

Dianne Graham 

Dianne Graham is a light-worker, truth-seeker, space-holder, earth-mother, who 
doesn’t really like to label or confine herself with any of these titles.  She prefers 
to say she brings Dianne Medicine in acknowledgment that each of us offers a 
unique frequency.  

Dianne has a passion for Conscious Living and 
connects others with their personal power 
through conscious conversations and 
supporting conscious choices. She’s known for 
her inherent understanding of our inner child 
and how they impact our beliefs throughout 
life. Many years of working with her own inner 
child have led to her creating potent processes 
for dissolving false beliefs enabling a space to 
step in to the expansiveness of I AM. 

 In addition to teaching Usui Reiki and other healing systems Dianne mentors student and clients as they 
journey into greater spiritual awareness.  

In recent years she has be guided to create a range of sixteen energy medicines that are now the healing 
modality called Sacred Sprays for Conscious Living 



 

 

 

Bella  

"I've been a practicing Witch for over 26 years and include magick and ritual in 
my everyday life. 
I operate my magickal studio from my home where I work one on one with clients, 
I run regular Circles for women and children, Practical Magick Workshops and 
Retreats. I've recently published my first book ‘Wholistic Witchcraft’ and I teach 
magick online. 
Personally, I'm married with 2 beautiful daughters. I love nature and have a 
passion for trees. I love creating, cooking, reading, writing, heavy music, 

cemeteries, dark art, learning new things and adventures with my friends & family. 
I'm always studying, learning and evolving on this magickal and wondrous journey, I 
hope you enjoy me sharing nuggets of wisdom I've learnt along the way, Bella" 

Wishing you a truly beautiful weekend,  

Blessings, Bella x 

0422 958 100 

Explore my Website 

Connect with me on Facebook   



 

 

What’s on in the Australian Pagan / Goddess / Wytchy / Shaman / Druid 
 

Spiritual Community in 2020 
 
As a free service to our Mystic Tribe Community, we’d like to invite those who run events 
[fetes / festivals / fairs / markets] in any State or Territory across Australia, or in NZ to 
email us at:  

mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 
 
or private message us via our Mystic Tribe Magazine page: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/MysticTribeMagGroup/  
 
We will post events here in Mystic Tribe Magazine so that our MTM tribe knows what’s on where. 
 
Please note: as this is a **free service** we have a word limit of 50 words + a jpg image  
– you must include your contact info [Name, phone, email, & the address & date for your event] 
 

♥✬ Mystic Tribe Magazine is offering this Community Forum to support our 

community, however, we ask you, our readers and contributors, to contact event 

organisers, not Mystic Tribe Magazine for information about any events we’ve 

chosen to include each month 

 

Qld & NSW 2021 

Heal Yourself Expo Hercules Road State School 

Kippa Ring May 22 & 23 

Held over two jam-packed days, this vibrant community event will show you how 
you can heal yourself naturally. This event is particularly timely, as the COVID-19 
pandemic has placed a focus on our personal health and wellbeing and now is the 
perfect time to rediscover and embrace ways of self-healing. 

By attending the expo, you will have access to a wide range of local services and 
unique products which can help assist with spiritual, emotional and physical 
healing and maintaining health and wellbeing every day. Held in a welcoming, 
family-friendly atmosphere, the expo will showcase a diverse range of over 50 
stallholders, as well as presenters, therapists and psychic readers. 

There will also be an opportunity to partake in enlightening workshops and view 
talented performers and artists throughout the day. Adding to the fun is a 
dedicated kids zone and delicious food. Come along with your friends and family 
and start your self-healing journey. 

The expo will be held at Hercules Road State School, Hercules Road, Kippa-Ring, 
from 9.30am to 4.30pm Saturday (with a night time firewalk) and Sunday 9:30am 
to 4:00pm.  

Entry is $5 and children under the age of 13 are FREE. This is a weekend pass, so 
come on Saturday and get in for free on Sunday. 

If you are interested in becoming a stallholder, prices start from $225.  

Find out more here.For all the latest, please follow Facebook and visit the website to plan your visit 

http://www.healyourselfexpo.com 



 

 

Pagan folk in:  
 

Qld, WA, NSW & Victoria & South Australia & Tasmania 
& Northern Territory & the ACT 

& New Zealand 
- we would  love to hear from you and what Events / Festivals you have coming up in your States or Territory 

 
 Please send us some info so that we can share:               mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Business Directory for Mystic Tribe Magazine 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Lisa Mitchell 

info@southernwheel.com.au 
www.southernwheel.com.au 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

May 2021 ~ the 3rd of our 3 months of Autumn 

 
This is the 3rd of our months of Autumn here in the Southern Hemisphere, a time where we 
gather around cooler spaces like our Sacred Waters to celebrate Autumn as we enjoy the 
crispy coolness of this milder Season. As its also our 3rd month of Autumn, we celebrate 
Samhain on April 30th/May 1st ~ a time to celebrate our Ancestors – those who have gone 
before, by honouring them with photos on our Altars, and also undertake journeywork within, 
to discover our own inner aspects of Goddess/God & embody our truth, our wisdom.  
 
To help you plan your yearly, monthly & seasonal festivities, feel free use our table below for 
The Sabbats or Fire Festivals for the Southern Hemisphere & also for Full & New Moons 
to plan your events and rituals. 
 
We encourage you to enjoy and celebrate our sacred ritual and ceremonial times when we 
Goddess /Pagan/ Wytchy/ Shaman folk come together as a community to celebrate the Solar 
[and what has traditionally been considered by many cultures as] Divine Masculine energies.  
 
Full Moon or Esbat is the time when we celebrate the Lunar energies of Grandmother Moon, 
or the Divine Feminine principles and energies.  
 
Most Indigenous and other cultures around Gaia, the Earth Mother, have forms of celebrations 
which mark these transitions and peaks of the Seasons and the Full Moon energies. 
 

 ✬❍ Moon events to be celebrated in May 
New Moon ~ 12th May 

                                         Full Moon  ~ 26th May 
 

 

Bless-ed BE!        Lynn Solang Smith         http://rainbowlabyrinth.com
DISCLAIMER The views and opinions expressed in Mystic Tribe Magazine by advertisers, contributors, letters to 
the editor and others, including mystictribemagazine.com are solely those of the original authors and other 
contributors. These views do not necessarily represent those of Mystic Tribe Magazine, mystictribemagazine.com, 
facebook.com/mystictribemagazine, staff; and/or any/all contributors to this magazine

Dates Southern Hemisphere Northern Hemisphere 

Dec 21-22  Litha / Summer Solstice Yule / Winter Solstice 

Feb 1- 4  Lammas Oimelc/Imbolc 2nd Great Sabbat 

Mar 20-21 Mabon / Autumn Equinox Ostara / Eostre / Spring Equinox 

May 1st   Samhain 1st Great Sabbat Beltane 3rd Great Sabbat 

Jun 21st  Yule / Winter Solstice Litha / Summer SolsticeImbolc 

Aug 1-7   Imbolc 2nd Great Sabbat Lammas 4th Great Sabbat 

Sep 21 - 23 
Ostara  ~ Eostre  
Spring Equinox 

Mabon / Autumn Equinox 
 

Oct 31- 7 Nov Beltane 3rd Great Sabbat Halloween/Samhain 1st Great Sabbat 



 

 

 


